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1. Introduction
Taking into account the importance of the safety and
operating process effectiveness of technical systems it
seems reasonable to expand the two-state approach to
multi-state approach in their safety analysis [2]. The
assumption that the systems are composed of multi-
state components with safety states degrading in time
gives the possibility for more precise analysis and
diagnosis of their safety and operational processes’
effectiveness. This assumption allows us to distinguish
a system safety critical state to exceed which is either
dangerous for the environment or does not assure the
necessary level of its operational process effectiveness.
Then, an important system safety characteristic is the
time to the moment of exceeding the system safety
critical state and its distribution, which is called the
system risk function. This distribution is strictly related
to the system multi-state safety function that is a basic

characteristic of the multi-state system. Determining
the multi-state safety function and the risk function of
systems on the base of their components’ safety
functions is then the main research problem. Modelling
of complicated systems operations’ processes is
difficult mainly because of large number of operations
states and impossibility of precise describing of
changes between these states. One of the useful
approaches in modelling of these complicated
processes is applying the semi-markov model [3].
Modelling of multi-state systems’ safety and linking it
with semi-markov model of these systems’ operation
processes is the main and practically important
research problem of this paper. The paper is devoted to
this research problem with reference to basic safety
structures of technical systems [9], [10] and
particularly to safety analysis of a ship series system
[5] in variable operation conditions. This new approach
to system safety investigation is based on the multi-
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state system reliability analysis considered for instance
in [1], [4], [6], [7], [8], [11] and on semi-markov
processes modelling discussed for instance in [3].

2. Basic notions
In the multi-state safety analysis to define systems with
degrading components we assume that:
- n  is the number of system's components,
- Ei, i = 1,2,...,n, are components of a system,
- all components and a system under consideration
have the safety state set {0,1,...,z}, ,1≥z
- the safety state indexes are ordered, the state 0 is the
worst and the state z is the best,
- Ti(u), i = 1,2,...,n, are independent random variables
representing the lifetimes of components Ei in the
safety state subset {u,u+1,...,z}, while they were in the
state z at the  moment t = 0,
- T(u) is a random variable representing the lifetime of
a system in the safety state subset  {u,u+1,...,z} while it
was in the state z at the moment t = 0,
- the system and its components safety states degrade
with time t,
- Ei(t) is a component Ei safety state at the moment t,

).,0 ∞∈<t
- S(t) is a system safety state at the moment t,

).,0 ∞∈<t
The above assumptions mean that the safety states of
the system with degrading components may be
changed in time only from better to worse. The way in
which the components and the system safety states
change is illustrated in Figure 1.

                                                  transitions

worst state                                                 best state

Figure 1. Illustration of a system and components
safety states changing

The basis of our further considerations is a system
component safety function defined as follows.

Definition 1. A vector

   si(t , ⋅ ) = [si(t,0), si(t,1),..., si(t,z)], ),,0 ∞∈<t        (1)
,,...,2,1 ni =

where

   si(t,u) = P(Ei(t) ≥ u | Ei(0) = z) = P(Ti(u) > t)          (2)

for ),,0 ∞∈<t u = 0,1,...,z, ,,...,2,1 ni =  is the
probability that the component Ei is in the state subset

},...,1,{ zuu +  at the moment t, ),,0 ∞∈<t  while it was
in the state z at the moment t = 0, is called the multi-
state safety function of a component Ei.

Similarly, we can define a multi-state system safety
function.

Definition 2. A vector

   sn(t , ⋅ ) = [sn(t,0), sn(t,1),..., sn(t,z)], ),,0 ∞∈<t      (3)

where

   sn(t,u) = P(S(t) ≥ u | S(0) = z) = P(T(u) > t)             (4)

for ),,0 ∞∈<t u = 0,1,...,z, is the probability  that the
system is in the state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  at the
moment t, ),,0 ∞∈<t  while it was in the state z at the
moment t = 0, is called the multi-state safety function
of a system.

Definition 3. A probability

   r(t) = P(S(t) < r | S(0) = z) = P(T(r) ≤ t),                 (5)
),,0 ∞∈<t

that the system is in the subset of states worse than the
critical state r, r ∈{1,...,z} while it was in the state z at
the moment t = 0 is called a risk function of the multi-
state system.

Under this definition, considering (4) and (5), we have

   r(t) = 1 - P(S(t) ≥ r | S(0) = z) = 1 - sn(t,r),             (6)
),,0 ∞∈<t

and, if τ is the moment when the risk exceeds a
permitted level δ, ,1,0 >∈<δ  then

=τ r ),(1 δ−                                                               (7)

where r )(1 t− , if it exists, is the inverse function of the
risk function r(t) given by (6).

3. Basic system safety structures
The proposition of a multi-state approach to definition
of basic notions, analysis and diagnosing of systems’
safety allowed us to define the system safety function
and the system risk function. It also allows us to define
basic structures of the multi-state systems of
components with degrading safety states. For these

.  .    u-1    0      1      u     z-1     z
. . . . . .
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basic systems it is possible to determine their safety
functions. Further, as an example, we will consider a
series system.

Definition 4. A multi-state system is called a series
system if it is in the safety state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  if
and only if all its components are in this subset of
safety states.

Corollary 1. The lifetime T(u) of a multi-state series
system in the state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  is given by

   T(u) = )}({min
1

uTini≤≤
, u = 1,2,...,z.

The scheme of a series system is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The scheme of a series system

It is easy to work out the following result.

Corollary 2. The safety function of the multi-state
series system is given by

sn(t , ⋅ ) = [1,sn(t,1),...,sn(t,z)], ),,0 ∞∈<t            (8)

where

sn(t,u) = ∏
=

n

i
i uts

1
),( , ),,0 ∞∈<t u = 1,2,...,z.         (9)

Corollary 3. If components of the multi-state series
system have exponential safety functions, i.e., if

   si(t , ⋅ ) = [1, si(t,1),..., si(t,z)], ),,0 ∞∈<t

where

])(exp[),( tuuts ii λ−= for ),,0 ∞∈<t 0)( >uiλ ,
u = 1,2,...,z, ,,...,2,1 ni =

then its safety function is given by

sn(t , ⋅ ) = [1,sn(t,1),...,sn(t,z)],                            (10)

where

sn(t,u) = ])(exp[
1

∑−
=

n

i
i tuλ  for ),,0 ∞∈<t            (11)

u = 1,2,...,z.

4. Basic system safety structures in variable
operation conditions
We assume that the system during its operation process
has v different operation states. Thus we can define

),(tZ ,,0 >+∞∈<t as the process with discrete
operation states from the set

},.,..,,{ 21 vzzzZ =

In practice a convenient assumption is that Z(t)  is  a
semi-markov process [3] with its conditional lifetimes

blθ  at the operation state bz  when its next operation

state is ,lz ,,...,2,1, vlb = .lb ≠  In this case the
process Z(t) may be described by:
- the vector of probabilities of the process initial
operation states ,)]0([ 1 νxbp
- the matrix of the probabilities of the process
transitions between the operation states ννxblp ][ ,
where 0)( =tpbb  for .,...,2,1 vb =
- the matrix of the conditional distribution functions

ννxbl tH )]([  of the process lifetimes ,blθ ,lb ≠  in the
operation state bz  when the next operation state is

,lz where )()( tPtH blbl <= θ  for ,,...,2,1, vlb = ,lb ≠
and 0)( =tH bb  for .,...,2,1 vb =
Under these assumptions, the lifetimes blθ  mean
values are given by

][ blbl EM θ= ∫=
∞

0
),(ttdH bl ,,...,2,1, vlb = .lb ≠ (12)

The unconditional distribution functions of the
lifetimes bθ  of the process )(tZ  at the operation states

,bz ,,...,2,1 vb =  are given by

)(tH b  = ∑
=

v

l
blbl tHp

1
),( .,...,2,1 vb =

The mean values E[ bθ ] of the unconditional lifetimes

bθ  are given by

][ bb EM θ=  = ∑
=

v

l
blbl Mp

1
, ,,...,2,1 vb =

where blM  are defined by (12).
Limit values of the transient probabilities at the
operation states

)(tpb = P(Z(t) = bz ) , ),,0 +∞∈<t ,,...,2,1 vb =
are given by

.    .    .E1 E2 En
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bp  = )(lim tpb
t ∞→

 = ,

1
∑
=

v

l
ll

bb

M

M

π

π
,,...,2,1 vb =              (13)

where the probabilities bπ  of the vector νπ xb 1][  satisfy
the system of equations







∑ =

=

=

v

l
l

blbb p

1
.1

]][[][

π

ππ

We assume that the system is composed of n
components ,iE ,,...,2,1 ni =  the changes of the
process Z(t) operation states have an influence on the
system components iE  safety and on the system safety
structure as well. Thus, we denote the conditional
safety function of the system component iE  while the
system is at the operational state ,bz ,,...,2,1 vb =  by

),()( ⋅ts b
i = [1, ),1,()( ts b

i ),2,()( ts b
i ..., ),()( zts b

i ],

where

))()((),( )()(
b

b
i

b
i ztZtuTPuts =>=

for ),,0 ∞∈<t ,,...,2,1 vb = ,,...,2,1 zu = and the
conditional safety function of the system while the
system is at the operational state ,bz ,,...,2,1 vb =  by

),()( ⋅tb
nb

s = [1, ),1,()( tb
nb

s ),2,()( tb
nb

s ..., ),()( ztb
nb

s ],
},,...,2,1{ nnb ∈

where bn  are numbers of components in the operation
states bz  and

),,()( utb
nb

s ))()(( )(
b

b ztZtuTP =>=

for ),,0 ∞∈<t },,...,2,1{ nnb ∈ ,,...,2,1 ν=b
.,...,2,1 zu =

The safety function ),()( uts b
i is the conditional

probability that the component iE  lifetime )()( uT b
i  in

the state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  is not less than t, while
the process Z(t) is at the operation state .bz  Similarly,

the safety function ),()( utb
nb

s  is the conditional

probability that the system lifetime )()( uT b  in the state

subset },...,1,{ zuu +  is not less than t, while the
process Z(t) is at the operation state .bz
In the case when the system operation time is large
enough, the unconditional safety function of the system
is given by

),( ⋅tns = [1, ),1,(tns ),2,(tns ..., ),( ztns ], ,0≥t

where

),( utns ))(( tuTP >= ),()(

1
utp b

n
b

b b
s∑≅

=

ν
              (14)

for ,0≥t },,...,2,1{ nnb ∈ ,,...,2,1 zu =  and )(uT  is the
unconditional lifetime of the system in the safety state
subset }.,...,1,{ zuu +
The mean values and variances of the system lifetimes
in the safety state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  are

,)()]([)(
1

)(∑≅=
=

ν

b

b
b umpuTEum ,,...,2,1 zu =       (15)

where [2]

,),()(
0

)()( ∫=
∞

dtutum bb
bns },,...,2,1{ nnb ∈ (16)

,,...,2,1 zu =

and

∫ −=
∞

0

2)(2)( ,)]([),(2)]([ umdtuttu b
n

b
b

sσ                  (17)

,,...,2,1 zu =

for ,,...,2,1 ν=b  and

∫ −=
∞

0

22 ,)]([),(2)]([ umdtuttu nsσ .,...,2,1 zu =    (16)

The mean values of the system lifetimes in the
particular safety states ,u  are [2]

),1()()( +−= umumum ,1,...,2,1 −= zu
).()( zmzm =                                                          (19)

5. Ship safety Model in constant operation
conditions
We preliminarily assume that the ship is composed of a
number of main technical subsystems having an
essential influence on its safety. There are
distinguished her following technical subsystems:
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1S  - a navigational subsystem,

2S  - a propulsion and controlling subsystem,

3S  - a loading and unloading subsystem,

4S  - a hull subsystem,

5S  - a protection and rescue subsystem,

6S  - an anchoring and mooring subsystem.
According to Definition 1, we mark the safety
functions of these subsystems respectively by vectors

  si(t , ⋅ ) = [si(t,0), si(t,1),..., si(t,z)], ),,0 ∞∈<t       (20)
,6,...,2,1=i

with co-ordinates

   si(t,u) = P(Si(t) ≥ u | Si(0) = z) = P(Ti(u) > t)         (21)

for ),,0 ∞∈<t u = 0,1,...,z, ,6,...,2,1=i where Ti(u), i =
1,2,...,6, are independent random variables representing
the lifetimes of subsystems Si in the safety state subset
{u,u+1,...,z}, while they were in the state z at the
moment t = 0 and Si(t) is a subsystem Si safety state at
the moment t, ).,0 ∞∈<t
Further, assuming that the ship is in the safety state
subset {u,u+1,...,z} if all its subsystems are in this
subset of safety states and considering Definition 4, we
conclude that the ship is a series system of subsystems

1S , 2S , 3S , 4S , 5S , 6S  with a scheme presented in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. The scheme of a structure of ship subsystems

Therefore, the ship safety is defined by the vector

),(6 ⋅ts = [ )0,(6 ts , )1,(6 ts ,..., ),(6 zts ],               (22)
),,0 ∞∈<t

with co-ordinates

),(6 uts = P(S(t) ≥ u | S(0) = z) = P(T(u) > t)         (23)

for ),,0 ∞∈<t u = 0,1,...,z, where T(u) is a random
variable representing the lifetime of the ship in the
safety state subset  {u,u+1,...,z} while it was in the
state z at the moment t = 0 and S(t) is the ship safety
state at the moment t, ),,0 ∞∈<t  according to
Corollary 2, is given by the formula

),(6 ⋅ts = [1, )1,(6 ts ,..., ),(6 zts ], ),,0 ∞∈<t       (24)

where

),(6 uts = ∏
=

6

1
),(

i
i uts , ),,0 ∞∈<t u = 1,2,...,z.       (25)

6. Ship operation process

Technical subsystems 1S , 2S , 3S , 4S , 5S , 6S  are
forming a general ship safety structure presented in
Figure 3. However, the ship safety structure and the
ship subsystems safety depend on her changing in time
operation states.
Considering basic sea transportation processes the
following operation ship states have been specified:

1z - loading of cargo,
2z - unloading of cargo,

3z - leaving the port,
4z - entering the port,

5z - navigation at restricted water areas,

6z - navigation at open sea waters.
In this case the process Z(t) may be described by:
- the vector of probabilities of the initial operation
states ,)]0([ 61xbp
- the matrix of the probabilities of its transitions
between the operation states 66][ xblp , where

0)( =tpbb  for ,6,...,2,1=b
- the matrix of the conditional distribution functions

66)]([ xbl tH  of the lifetimes ,blθ ,lb ≠  where
)()( tPtH blbl <= θ  for ,6,...,2,1, =lb ,lb ≠  and

0)( =tH bb  for .6,...,2,1=b
Under these assumptions, the lifetimes blθ  mean
values are given by

][ blbl EM θ= ∫=
∞

0
),(ttdH bl ,6,...,2,1, =lb .lb ≠ (26)

The unconditional distribution functions of the
lifetimes bθ  of the process )(tZ  at the operation states

,bz ,6,...,2,1=b  are given by

)(tH b  = ∑
=

6

1
),(

l
blbl tHp .6,...,2,1=b

The mean values E[ bθ ] of the unconditional lifetimes

bθ  are given by

][ bb EM θ=  = ∑
=

6

1l
blbl Mp , ,6,...,2,1=b                  (27)

where blM  are defined by (26).

 S2  S3  S4  S5  S6 S1
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Limit values of the transient probabilities at the
operation states

)(tpb = P(Z(t) = bz ), ),,0 +∞∈<t ,6,...,2,1=b

are given by

bp  = )(lim tpb
t ∞→

= ,6

1
∑
=l

ll

bb

M

M

π

π
,6,...,2,1=b               (28)

where the probabilities bπ  of the vector 61][ xbπ  satisfy
the system of equations







∑ =

=

=

6

1
.1

]][[][

l
l

blbb p

π

ππ
                                                  (29)

7. Safety model of ship in variable operation
conditions
We assume as earlier that the ship is composed of

6=n  subsystems ,iS ,6,...,2,1=i  and that the
changes of the process Z(t) of ship operation states
have an influence on the system subsystems iS  safety
and on the ship safety structure as well. Thus, we
denote the conditional safety function of the ship
subsystem iS  while the ship is at the operational state

,bz ,6,...,2,1=b  by

),()( ⋅ts b
i = [1, ),1,()( ts b

i ),2,()( ts b
i ..., ),()( zts b

i ],

where

))()((),( )()(
b

b
i

b
i ztZtuTPuts =>=

for ),,0 ∞∈<t ,6,...,2,1=b ,,...,2,1 zu =  and the
conditional safety function of the ship while the ship is
at the operational state ,bz ,6,...,2,1=b  by

),()( ⋅tb
nb

s = [1, ),1,()( tb
nb

s ),2,()( tb
nb

s ..., ),()( ztb
nb

s ],

where

),,()( utb
nb

s ))()(( )(
b

b ztZtuTP =>=

for ),,0 ∞∈<t ,6,...,2,1=b },6,5,4,3,2,1{∈bn
.,...,2,1 zu =

The safety function ),()( uts b
i is the conditional

probability that the subsystem iS  lifetime )()( uT b
i  in

the state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  is not less than t, while
the process Z(t) is at the ship operation state .bz

Similarly, the safety function ),()( utb
nb

s  is the

conditional probability that the ship lifetime )()( uT b

in the state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  is not less than t,
while the process Z(t) is at the ship operation state .bz
In the case when the ship operation time is large
enough, the unconditional safety function of the system
is given by

),(6 ⋅ts = [1, ),1,(6 ts ),2,(6 ts ..., ),(6 zts ], ,0≥t

where

),(6 uts ))(( tuTP >= ),()(6

1
utp b

n
b

b b
s∑≅

=
              (30)

for ,0≥t },6,5,4,3,2,1{∈bn ,,...,2,1 zu =  and )(uT  is
the unconditional lifetime of the ship in the safety state
subset }.,...,1,{ zuu +
The mean values and variances of the ship lifetimes in
the safety state subset },...,1,{ zuu +  are

,)()}([)(
6

1

)(∑≅=
=b

b
b umpuTEum ,,...,2,1 zu =       (31)

where

,),()(
0

)()( ∫=
∞

dtutum bb
bns (32)

for ,6,...,2,1=b },6,5,4,3,2,1{∈bn ,,...,2,1 zu =  and

∫ −==
∞

0

2
6

2 ,)]([),(2)]([)]([ umdtuttuTDu sσ           (33)

,,...,2,1 zu =

The mean values of the system lifetimes in the
particular safety states ,u  are

),1()()( +−= umumum ,1,...,2,1 −= zu

).()( zmzm =                                                          (34)

8. Preliminary application of general safety
model of ship in variable operation conditions
According to expert opinions [5] in the ship operation
process, ),(tZ 0≥t , we distinguished seven operation
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states: 1z , 2z , 3z , 4z , 5z , 6z . On the basis of data
coming from experts, the probabilities of transitions
between the operation states are approximately given
by

,

00.095.001.000.002.002.0
48.000.048.000.002.002.0
00.000.000.002.049.049.0
02.096.002.000.000.000.0
02.002.000.048.000.048.0
02.002.000.096.000.000.0

][ 66



























=xblp

and the distributions of the ship conditional lifetimes in
the operation states are exponential of the following
forms:

],5.0exp[1)(13 ttH −−= ],0.1exp[1)(15 ttH −−=

],0.1exp[1)(16 ttH −−= ],5.0exp[1)(21 ttH −−=

],5.0exp[1)(23 ttH −−= ],0.1exp[1)(25 ttH −−=

],0.1exp[1)(26 ttH −−= ],0.25exp[1)(34 ttH −−=

],0.25exp[1)(35 ttH −−= ],5.12exp[1)(36 ttH −−=

],33.0exp[1)(51 ttH −−= ],33.0exp[1)(52 ttH −−=

],5.0exp[1)(54 ttH −−= ],5.0exp[1)(56 ttH −−=

],2.0exp[1)(61 ttH −−= ],2.0exp[1)(62 ttH −−=

],25.0exp[1)(64 ttH −−= ]25.0exp[1)(65 ttH −−=

for .0≥t

Hence, by (26), the conditional mean values of
lifetimes in the operation states are

,213 =M ,115 =M ,116 =M

,221 =M ,223 =M ,125 =M ,126 =M

,04.034 =M ,04.035 =M ,08.036 =M

,08.041 =M ,08.042 =M ,04.043 =M
,351 =M ,352 =M ,254 =M ,256 =M

,561 =M ,562 =M ,464 =M .465 =M

Whereas, by (27), the unconditional mean lifetimes in
the operation states are

== ][ 11 θEM 161615151313 MpMpMp ++

,96.1102.0102.0296.0 =⋅+⋅+⋅=

][ 22 θEM =

2626252523232121 MpMpMpMp +++=

,96.1102.0102.0248.0248.0 =⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=

== ][ 33 θEM 363635353434 MpMpMp ++

,0408.008.002.004.096.004.002.0 =⋅+⋅+⋅=

== ][ 44 θEM 434342424141 MpMpMp ++

,0792.004.002.008.049.008.049.0 =⋅+⋅+⋅=

][ 55 θEM =

5656545452525151 MpMpMpMp +++=

,04.2248.0248.0302.0302.0 =⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=

][ 66 θEM =

6565646462626161 MpMpMpMp +++=

.04.4495.0401.0502.0502.0 =⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=

Since from the system of equations

[ ]








=+++++

=

,1
],,,,,[

],,,,,[

654321

66654321

654321

ππππππ

ππππππ
ππππππ

xblp

we get

,126.01 =π ,085.02 =π ,165.03 =π

,155.04 =π ,312.05 =π ,157.06 =π

then the limit values of the transient probabilities
)(tpb  at the operational states bz , according to (28),

are given by

,145.01 =p ,098.02 =p ,004.03 =p ,007.04 =p
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,374.05 =p .372.06 =p                                        (35)

We assume that the ship subsystems ,iS ,6,...,2,1=i
are its five-state components, i.e. z = 4, with the multi-
state safety functions

),()( ⋅ts b
i = [1, ),1,()( ts b

i ),2,()( ts b
i ..., ),()( zts b

i ],
,6,...,2,1=b ,6,...,2,1=i

with exponential co-ordinates different in various ship
operation states bz , .6,...,2,1=b
At the operation states 1z and 2z , i.e. at the cargo
loading and un-loading state the ship is built of

421 == nn subsystems ,3S ,4S 5S  and 6S  forming
a series structure shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The scheme of the ship structure at the
operation states 1z and 2z

We assume that the ship subsystems ,iS ,6,5,4,3=i
are its five-state components, i.e. z = 4, having the
multi-state safety functions

),()( ⋅ts b
i = [1, ),1,()( ts b

i ),2,()( ts b
i ),3,()( ts b

i )4,()( ts b
i ],

,6,5,4,3=i ,2,1=b

with exponential co-ordinates, for ,2,1=b
respectively given by:

- for the loading subsystem 3S

)1,()(
3 ts b = exp[−0.06t], )2,()(

3 ts b = exp[−0.07t],

)3,()(
3 ts b = exp[−0.08t], )4,()(

3 ts b = exp[−0.09t],

- for the hull subsystem 4S

)1,()(
4 ts b = exp[−0.03t], )2,()(

4 ts b = exp[−0.04t],

)3,()(
4 ts b = exp[−0.06t], )4,()(

4 ts b = exp[−0.07t],
- for the protection and rescue subsystem 5S

)1,()(
5 ts b = exp[−0.10t], )2,()(

5 ts b = exp[−0.12t],

)3,()(
5 ts b = exp[−0.15t], )4,()(

5 ts b = exp[−0.16t],

- for the anchor and mooring subsystem 6S

)1,()(
6 ts b = exp[−0.06t], )2,()(

6 ts b = exp[−0.08t],

)3,()(
6 ts b = exp[−0.10t], )4,()(

6 ts b = exp[−0.12t].

Assuming that the ship is in the safety state subsets
},...,1,{ zuu + , ,4,3,2,1=u  if all its subsystems are in

this safety state subset, according to Definition 1 and
Definition 4, the considered system is a five-state
series system. Thus, by Corollary 3, after applying
(10)−(11), we have its conditional safety functions in
the operation states 1z  and 2z  respectively for

,2,1=b  given by

),()(
4 ⋅tbs

   = [1, ),1,()(
4 tbs ),2,()(

4 tbs ),3,()(
4 tbs )4,()(

4 tbs ],
,0≥t ,2,1=b

where

)1,()(
4 tbs = exp[−(0.06 + 0.03 + 0.10 +  0.06)t]

],25.0exp[ t−=

)2,()(
4 tbs = exp[-(0.07 + 0.04 + 0.12 +0.08)t]

],31.0exp[ t−=

)3,()(
4 tbs = exp[−(0.08 + 0.06 + 0.15 + 0.10)t]

],39.0exp[ t−=

)4,()(
4 tbs = exp[−(0.09 + 0.07 + 0.16 + 0.12)t]

]44.0exp[ t−=  for t ≥ 0, 2,1=b .

The expected values and standard deviations of the
ship conditional lifetimes in the safety state subsets
calculated from the above result, according to (16)-
(17), for ,2,1=b are:

)1()(bm ≅ 4.00, )2()(bm ≅ 3.26, )3()(bm ≅ 2.56,

)4()(bm ≅ 2.27 years,

)1()(bσ ≅ 4.00, )2()(bσ ≅ 3.26, )3()(bσ ≅ 2.56,

S3 S4  S5 S6
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)4()(bσ ≅ 2.27 years,

and further, from (10), the ship conditional lifetimes in
the particular safety states, for ,2,1=b  are:

)1()(bm ≅ 0.74, )2()(bm ≅ 0.70, )3()(bm ≅ 0.29,

)4()(bm ≅ 2.27 years.

At the operation states 3z and 4z , i.e. at the leaving
and entering state the ship is built of 543 == nn
subsystems ,1S ,2S ,4S 5S  and 6S  forming a series
structure shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The scheme of the ship structure at the
operation states 3z and 4z

We assume that the ship subsystems ,iS ,6,5,4,2,1=i
are its five-state components, i.e. z = 4, having the
multi-state safety functions

),()( ⋅ts b
i = [1, )1,()( ts b

i , )2,()( ts b
i , )3,()( ts b

i , )4,()( ts b
i ],

,6,5,4,2,1=i ,4,3=b

with exponential co-ordinates, for ,4,3=b  respectively
given by:

- for the navigational subsystem 1S

)1,()(
1 ts b = exp[−0.15t], )2,()(

1 ts b = exp[−0.20t],

)3,()(
1 ts b = exp[−0.22t], )4,()(

1 ts b = exp[−0.25t],

- for the propulsion and controlling subsystem 2S

)1,()(
2 ts b = exp[−0.05t], )2,()(

2 ts b = exp[−0.06t],

)3,()(
2 ts b = exp[−0.07t], )4,()(

2 ts b = exp[−0.08t],

- for the hull subsystem 4S

)1,()(
4 ts b = exp[−0.04t], )2,()(

4 ts b = exp[−0.05t],

)3,()(
4 ts b = exp[−0.07t], )4,()(

4 ts b = exp[−0.08t],

- for the protection and rescue subsystem 5S

)1,()(
5 ts b = exp[−0.12t], )2,()(

5 ts b = exp[−0.14t],

)3,()(
5 ts b = exp[−0.16t], )4,()(

5 ts b = exp[−0.18t],

- for the anchor and mooring subsystem 6S

)1,()(
6 ts b = exp[−0.02t], )2,()(

6 ts b = exp[−0.04t],

)3,()(
6 ts b = exp[−0.06t], )4,()(

6 ts b = exp[−0.08t].

Assuming that the ship is in the safety state subsets
},...,1,{ zuu + , ,4,3,2,1=u  if all its subsystems are in

this safety state subset, according to Definition 1 and
Definition 4, the considered system is a five-state
series system. Thus, by Corollary 3, after applying
(10)−(11), we have its conditional safety functions in
the operation states 3z  and 4z  respectively for

,4,3=b  given by

),()(
5 ⋅tbs

= [1, ),1,()(
5 tbs ),2,()(

5 tbs ),3,()(
5 tbs )4,()(

5 tbs ],
,0≥t ,4,3=b

where

)1,()(
5 tbs = exp[−(0.15 + 0.05 + 0.04 + 0.12 + 0.02)t]

],38.0exp[ t−=

)2,()(
5 tbs = exp[-(0.20 + 0.06 + 0.05 +0.14+ 0.04)t]

],49.0exp[ t−=

)3,()(
5 tbs = exp[−(0.22 + 0.07 + 0.07 + 0.16 + 0.06)t]

],58.0exp[ t−=

)4,()(
5 tbs = exp[−(0.25 + 0.08 + 0.08 + 0.18 + 0.08)t]

]67.0exp[ t−=  for t ≥ 0, 4,3=b .

The expected values and standard deviations of the
ship conditional lifetimes in the safety state subsets
calculated from the above result, according to  (16)-
(17), for ,4,3=b are:

S1 S2 S4 S5 S6
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)1()(bm ≅ 2.63, )2()(bm ≅ 2.04, )3()(bm ≅ 1.72,

)4()(bm ≅ 1.49 years,

)1()(bσ ≅ 2.63, )2()(bσ ≅ 2.04, )3()(bσ ≅ 1.72,

)4()(bσ ≅ 1.49 years,

and further, from (10), the ship conditional lifetimes in
the particular safety states, for ,2,1=b  are:

)1()(bm ≅ 0.59, )2()(bm ≅ 0.32, )3()(bm ≅ 0.23,

)4()(bm ≅ 1.49 years.

At the operation state 5z , i.e. at the navigation at
restricted areas state the ship is built of 55 =n
subsystems ,1S ,2S ,4S 5S  and 6S  forming a series
structure shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The scheme of the ship structure at the
operation state 5z

We assume that the ship subsystems ,iS ,6,5,4,2,1=i
are its five-state components, i.e. z = 4, having the
multi-state safety functions

),()5( ⋅tsi = [1, )1,()5( tsi , )2,()5( tsi , )3,()5( tsi , )4,()5( tsi ],
,6,5,4,2,1=i

with exponential co-ordinates respectively given by:

- for the navigational subsystem 1S

)1,()5(
1 ts = exp[−0.18t], )2,()5(

1 ts = exp[−0.22t],

)3,()5(
1 ts = exp[−0.24t], )4,()5(

1 ts = exp[−0.26t],

- for the propulsion and controlling subsystem 2S
)1,()5(

2 ts = exp[−0.06t], )2,()5(
2 ts = exp[−0.07t],

)3,()5(
2 ts = exp[−0.08t], )4,()5(

2 ts = exp[−0.09t],

- for the hull subsystem 4S

)1,()5(
4 ts = exp[−0.06t], )2,()5(

4 ts = exp[−0.08t],

)3,()5(
4 ts = exp[−0.09t], )4,()5(

4 ts = exp[−0.10t],

- for the protection and rescue subsystem 5S

)1,()5(
5 ts = exp[−0.14t], )2,()5(

5 ts = exp[−0.15t],

)3,()5(
5 ts = exp[−0.17t], )4,()5(

5 ts = exp[−0.20t],

- for the anchor and mooring subsystem 6S

)1,()5(
6 ts = exp[−0.02t], )2,()5(

6 ts = exp[−0.03t],

)3,()5(
6 ts = exp[−0.04t], )4,()5(

6 ts = exp[−0.05t].

Assuming that the ship is in the safety state subsets
},...,1,{ zuu + , ,4,3,2,1=u  if all its subsystems are in

this safety state subset, according to Definition 1 and
Definition 4, the considered system is a five-state
series system. Thus, by Corollary 3, after applying
(10)−(11), we have its safety function given by

),()5(
5 ⋅ts

= [1, ),1,()5(
5 ts ),2,()5(

5 ts ),3,()5(
5 ts )4,()5(

5 ts ], ,0≥t

where

)1,()5(
5 ts = exp[−(0.18 + 0.06 + 0.06 +  0.14 + 0.02)t]

],46.0exp[ t−=

)2,()5(
5 ts = exp[-(0.22 + 0.07 + 0.08 +0.15+ 0.03)t]

],55.0exp[ t−=

)3,()5(
5 ts = exp[−(0.24 + 0.08 + 0.09 + 0.17 + 0.04)t]

],62.0exp[ t−=

)4,()5(
5 ts = exp[−(0.26 + 0.09 + 0.10 + 0.20 + 0.05)t]

]70.0exp[ t−=  for t ≥ 0.

The expected values and standard deviations of the
ship lifetimes in the safety state subsets calculated
from the above result, according to  (16)-(17), are:

)1()6(m ≅ 2.17, )2()6(m ≅ 1.82, )3()6(m ≅ 1.61,

S1 S2 S4 S5 S6
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)4()6(m ≅ 1.43 years,

)1()6(σ ≅ 2.17, )2()6(σ ≅ 1.82, )3()6(σ ≅ 1.61,

)4()6(σ ≅ 1.43 years,

and further, from (10), the ship lifetimes in the
particular safety states are:

)1()6(m ≅ 0.35, )2()6(m ≅ 0.21, )3()6(m ≅ 0.18,

)4()6(m ≅ 1.43 years.

At the operation state 6z , i.e. at the navigation at open
sea state the ship is built of 46 =n  subsystems ,1S ,2S

,4S  and 5S  forming a series structure shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7. The scheme of the ship structure at the
operation state 6z

We assume that the ship subsystems ,iS ,5,4,2,1=i
are its five-state components, i.e. z = 4, having the
multi-state safety functions

),()6( ⋅tsi = [1, )1,()6( tsi , )2,()6( tsi , )3,()6( tsi , )4,()6( tsi ],
,5,4,2,1=i

with exponential co-ordinates respectively given by:

- for the navigational subsystem 1S

)1,()6(
1 ts = exp[−0.18t], )2,()6(

1 ts = exp[−0.22t],

)3,()6(
1 ts = exp[−0.24t], )4,()6(

1 ts = exp[−0.26t],

- for the propulsion and controlling subsystem 2S

)1,()6(
2 ts = exp[−0.06t], )2,()6(

2 ts = exp[−0.07t],
)3,()6(

2 ts = exp[−0.08t], )4,()6(
2 ts = exp[−0.09t],

- for the hull subsystem 4S

)1,()6(
4 ts = exp[−0.05t], )2,()6(

4 ts = exp[−0.06t],

)3,()6(
4 ts = exp[−0.07t], )4,()6(

4 ts = exp[−0.08t],

- for the protection and rescue subsystem 5S

)1,()6(
5 ts = exp[−0.15t], )2,()6(

5 ts = exp[−0.16t],

)3,()6(
5 ts = exp[−0.18t], )4,()6(

5 ts = exp[−0.22t].

Assuming that the ship is in the safety state subsets
},...,1,{ zuu + , ,4,3,2,1=u  if all its subsystems are in

this safety state subset, according to Definition 1 and
Definition 4, the considered system is a five-state
series system. Thus, by Corollary 3, after applying
(10)−(11), we have its safety function given by

),()7(
4 ⋅ts

= [1, ),1,()7(
4 ts ),2,()7(

4 ts ),3,()7(
4 ts )4,()7(

4 ts ], ,0≥t

where

)1,()6(
4 ts = exp[−(0.18 + 0.06 + 0.05 +  0.15)t]

],44.0exp[ t−=

)2,()6(
4 ts = exp[-(0.22 + 0.07 + 0.06 +0.16)t]

],51.0exp[ t−=

)3,()6(
4 ts = exp[−(0.24 + 0.08 + 0.07 + 0.18)t]

],57.0exp[ t−=

)4,()6(
4 ts = exp[−(0.26 + 0.09 + 0.08 + 0.22)t]

]67.0exp[ t−=  for t ≥ 0.

The expected values and standard deviations of the
ship lifetimes in the safety state subsets calculated
from the above result, according to  (16)-(17), are:

)1()6(m ≅ 2.27, )2()6(m ≅ 1.96, )3()6(m ≅ 1.75,

)4()6(m ≅ 1.49 years,

)1()6(σ ≅ 2.27, )2()6(σ ≅ 1.96, )3()6(σ ≅ 1.75,

)4()6(σ ≅ 1.49 years,

and further, from (18), the ship lifetimes in the
particular safety states are:

S1 S2 S4 S5
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)1()6(m ≅ 0.31, )2()6(m ≅ 0.21, )3()6(m ≅ 0.26,

)4()6(m ≅ 1.49 years.

In the case when the system operation time is large
enough, the unconditional safety function of the ship is
given by the vector

),(6 ⋅ts

= [1, ),1,(6 ts ),2,(6 ts ),3,(6 ts )4,(6 ts ], ,0≥t

where, according to (14),  the co-ordinates are

)1,(6 ts )1,()1(
41 tp s= )1,()2(

42 tp s+ )1,()3(
53 tp s+

)1,()4(
54 tp s+ )1,()5(

55 tp s+ )1,()6(
46 tp s+

]25.0exp[145.0 t−⋅= ]25.0exp[098.0 t−⋅+

]38.0exp[004.0 t−⋅+ ]38.0exp[007.0 t−⋅+

]46.0exp[374.0 t−⋅+ ],44.0exp[374.0 t−⋅+

=)2,(6 ts )2,()1(
41 tp s )2,()2(

42 tp s+ )2,()3(
53 tp s+

)2,()4(
54 tp s+ )2,()5(

55 tp s+ )2,()6(
46 tp s+

]31.0exp[145.0 t−⋅= ]31.0exp[098.0 t−⋅+

]49.0exp[004.0 t−⋅+ ]49.0exp[007.0 t−⋅+

]55.0exp[74.3.0 t−⋅+ ],51.0exp[372.0 t−⋅+

=)3,(6 ts )3,()1(
41 tp s )3,()2(

42 tp s+ )3,()3(
53 tp s+

)3,()4(
54 tp s+ )3,()5(

55 tp s+ )3,()6(
46 tp s+

]39.0exp[145.0 t−⋅= ]39.0exp[098.0 t−⋅+

]58.0exp[004.0 t−⋅+ ]58.0exp[007.0 t−⋅+

]62.0exp[0374.0 t−⋅+ ],57.0exp[372.0 t−⋅+

=)4,(6 ts )4,()1(
41 tp s )4,()2(

42 tp s+ )4,()3(
53 tp s+

)4,()4(
54 tp s+ )4,()5(

55 tp s+ )4,()6(
46 tp s+

]44.0exp[145.0 t−⋅= ]44.0exp[098.0 t−⋅+

]67.0exp[004.0 t−⋅+ ]67.0exp[007.0 t−⋅+

]70.0exp[374.0 t−⋅+ ]67.0exp[372.0 t−⋅+  for t ≥ 0.

The mean values and variances of the system
unconditional lifetimes in the safety state subsets,
according to (31) and (33), respectively are

)1(m )1()1(
1 mp= )1()2(

2 mp+ )1()3(
3mp+

)1()4(
4 mp+ )1()5(

5 mp+ ),1()6(
6 mp+

00.4145.0 ⋅≅ 00.4098.0 ⋅+ 63.2004.0 ⋅+

63.2007.0 ⋅+ 17.2374.0 ⋅+ 27.2372.0 ⋅+ .66.2=

2)]1([σ 2]00.4[145.0[2 ⋅≅ 2]00.4[098.0 ⋅+

2]63.2[004.0 ⋅+ 2]63.2[007.0 ⋅+ 2]17.2[374.0 ⋅+

]]27.2[372.0 2⋅+ ,]87.2[]66.2[ 22 =− ,87.2)1( ≅σ

)2(m )2()1(
1 mp= )2()2(

2 mp+ )2()3(
3mp+

)2()4(
4 mp+ )2()5(

5 mp+ ),2()6(
6 mp+

26.3145.0 ⋅≅ 26.3098.0 ⋅+ 04.2004.0 ⋅+

04.2007.0 ⋅+ 82.1374.0 ⋅+ 96.1372.0 ⋅+ ,22.2=

2)]2([σ 2]26.3[145.0[2 ⋅≅ 2]26.3[098.0 ⋅+

2]04.2[004.0 ⋅+ 2]04.2[007.0 ⋅+ 2]82.1[374.0 ⋅+

]]96.1[372.0 2⋅+ ,]38.2[]22.2[ 22 =− ,38.2)2( ≅σ

)3(m )3()1(
1 mp= )3()2(

2 mp+ )3()3(
3mp+

)3()4(
4 mp+ )3()5(

5 mp+ ),3()6(
6 mp+

56.2145.0 ⋅≅ 56.2098.0 ⋅+ 72.1004.0 ⋅+

72.1007.0 ⋅+ 61.1374.0 ⋅+ 75.1372.0 ⋅+ ,89.1=

2)]3([σ 2]56.2[145.0[2 ⋅≅ 2]56.2[098.0 ⋅+

2]72.1[004.0 ⋅+ 2]72.1[007.0 ⋅+ 2]61.1[374.0 ⋅+
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]]75.1[372.0 2⋅+ ,]97.1[]89.1[ 22 =− ,97.1)3( ≅σ

)3(m )4()1(
1 mp= )4()2(

2 mp+ )4()3(
3mp+

)4()4(
4 mp+ )4()5(

5 mp+ ),4()6(
6 mp+

27.2145.0 ⋅≅ 27.2098.0 ⋅+ 49.1004.0 ⋅+

49.1007.0 ⋅+ 43.1374.0 ⋅+ 49.1372.0 ⋅+ ,66.1=

2)]4([σ 2]27.2[145.0[2 ⋅≅ 2]27.2[098.0 ⋅+

2]49.1[004.0 ⋅+ 2]49.1[007.0 ⋅+ 2]43.1[374.0 ⋅+

]]49.1[372.0 2⋅+ ,]73.1[]66.1[ 22 =− .3.1)4( ≅σ

The mean values of the system lifetimes in the
particular safety states, by (34), are

,44.0)2()1()1( =−= mmm

,33.0)3()2()2( =−= mmm

,23.0)4()3()3( =−= mmm

.66.1)4()4( == mm

If the critical safety state is r = 2, then the system risk
function, according to (6), is given by

   R(t) = )2,(1 6 ts−

]31.0exp[145.0 t−⋅= ]31.0exp[098.0 t−⋅+

]49.0exp[004.0 t−⋅+ ]49.0exp[007.0 t−⋅+

]55.0exp[74.3.0 t−⋅+ ]51.0exp[372.0 t−⋅+  for t ≥ 0.

Hence, the moment when the system risk function
exceeds a permitted level, for instance δ  = 0.05, from
(7), is

τ = r−1(δ) ≅ 0.11 years.

9. Conclusion
In the paper the multi-state approach to the safety
analysis and evaluation of systems related to their
variable operation processes has been considered.
Theoretical definitions and preliminary results have
been illustrated by the example of their application in
the safety evaluation of a ship transportation system
with changing in time its operation states. The ship
safety structure and its safety subsystems
characteristics are changing in different states what
makes the analysis more complicated but also more
precise than the analysis performed in [2]. However,
the varying in time ship safety structure used in the
application is very general and simplified and the
subsystems safety data are either not precise or not real
and therefore the results may only be considered as an
illustration of the proposed methods possibilities of
applications in ship safety analysis. Anyway, the
obtained evaluation may be a very useful example in
simple and quick ship system safety characteristics
evaluation, especially during the design and when
planning and improving her operation processes safety
and effectiveness.
The results presented in the paper suggest that it seems
reasonable to continue the investigations focusing on
the methods of safety analysis for other more complex
multi-state systems and the methods of safety
evaluation related to the multi-state systems in variable
operation processes [9], [10] and their applications to
the ship transportation systems [5].
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